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The most proven, durable pit cover used in Victoria in the last 18 years 
has just gotten better.

With over 75,000 assets installed across Melbourne & wider With over 75,000

Victoria, the SEP60B concrete frame and insert have been Victoria, the SEP60

the primary choice for Councils in the installation of sidethe primary choice for 

entry and junction pit covers.ntry and junction pit cov

The new SEP60B consists of a GridLite Evoe Evo

circular insert, made from a lightweight SMC poly-circular insert, made from a lightweight SMC poly-

mposite. This insert can be easily retrofittedcomp

into the existing SEP60B concrete frame.nto the

Supporting local suppliers

The SEP60B concrete frame is locally manufactured by SVC in 60B concrete frame is locally manufactured 

Mordialloc, Victoria, meaning thatVictoria, meaning th 70% of the new SEP60B70% of the new

cover is Australian-maderalian-made. Unlike other full-sized lightweight. Unlike other full-size

covers that are wholly made and imported from overseas, the holly made and imported fro

GridLite Evo insert and frame solution allows the majority of and frame solution allow

product revenue to remain within our local economy.main within our loc

NEW GRIDLITE EVO EVO
CIRCULAR INSERT

PRECAST CONCRETE PRECAST CON
SEP60B FRAMESEP60B FRAME

Key features of the GridLite Evo Circular Insert:

60Ø x 38mm, with compatible frames to suit 900x600 and 600x600 pits660Ø x 38

Circular design ensures the insert can never fall through the round opening into the pitrcular design ensures the insert can never fall through the round opening into the p

Excellent durability in combination with the heavy-duty reinforced concrete framedurability in com

The lightweight unit weighs a mere 19kg, allowing easy accessght unit weighs a mer

The insert features a locking component, compatible with standard locking keysres a locking component, c

Rated to Load Class B as per s B as per AS3996: Access covers and gratesAS3996: Access cove

Can be easily retrofitted to all existing SEP60B fraed to all existing SEP60B frames

Raised surface pattern creates a safe, non-slip surfaceeates a safe, non-slip surface
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